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Wachs industry exclusive: synchronize 
information in two directions between  
the handheld and your water 
management system. Shown here 
standard non GPS Recon Controller.

If your machine is showing the effects 
of age or heavy use, consider a Wachs 
refurbishing to like new condition.   
Before photo.

After photo.  Wachs TM-6 after a complete 
refurbishing to better than new condition 
with the addition of the TM Recon 
Upgrade.

DESCription

If you own an E.H. Wachs TM series  
valve exerciser, you’ve already made  
a smart decision. But there’s a quick  
and affordable way to make your 
machine even smarter. Send it back  
to Wachs for a TM Recon Upgrade. It’s 
easy, just ship your existing Wachs 
TM-2™, TM-3™, TM-5™, TM-6™ and early 
model TM-7™ Wachs valve exerciser  
back to us, and we’ll install our newest 
TDS Recon Controller (with optional  
GPS if you prefer). 

VITALS™ Mobile continuously displays critical data 
such as number of turns, direction, operating torque, 
maximum torque applied and your set torque limit. 

Our Recon GPS handheld controller allows the user 
to stand clear of the keyway for safety. The Recon 
captures critical valve data to synchronize with your 
water management system.

SynCHronizE WitH your GiS

Equipped with our new VITALS™ Mobile Software, 
the Recon offers unparalleled microprocessor 
control of your valves, industry leading data 
collection abilities and our industry exclusive 
capability to synchronize data with your GIS 
system. Coupled with our patented Intelligent 
Automation that monitors torque and gently 
applies the minimum force required in a gradual 
sequence, valve breakage is virtually eliminated.

This upgrade allows your existing machine to 
become the functional equivalent of a brand 
new Wachs TM-7™ at a fraction of the cost. 
With its ability to collect data and synchronize 
and interface with your GIS system, the Recon 
Upgrade gives you the ability to carry your entire 
system’s data in the palm of your hand! 

tHrEE upGrADE optionS

We offer three upgrade options:  First, send 
us your entire machine. We’ll completely 
disassemble it, test the function of all parts, 
replace worn parts as needed (at extra cost), 
refinish, reassemble and reset it to like new 
condition. The second option involves the 
disassembly of the slide mechanism from the 
main TM body, and returning only that assembly 
for upgrading. This is an attractive choice for 
those with newer machines that have less wear 
and tear, or those organizations on tight budgets 
that still require the latest technology.

Finally, if you aspire to own a Wachs TM-7™ 
or ERV-750™ but it’s not in this year’s budget, 
consider the separate purchase of the Wachs 
Recon controller with VITALS™ Software. For 
a modest initial cost, you can begin building 
your digital system database with the goal of 
acquiring the actual machine later. Make a smart 
move, ask your Wachs representative for more 
details on these exciting upgrade options.

TM Recon  
UpgRade
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rECon ControllEr

This handheld computer delivers maximum 
performance and reliability in a lightweight, 
rugged design that’s easy to carry. Built to  
tough, demanding military specifications, the 
Recon runs industry standard Microsoft Windows 
Mobile®, and features a touch screen and 
sunlight readable display for easy data entry.  
Available in a standard configuration, an 
upgraded GPS version or with the latest highly 
precise Sub-Meter GPS, our GPS Recon controllers 
allow you to automatically gather longitude and 
latitude coordinates of valve locations.

A VitAl ADVAntAGE – 
SynCHronizinG.

•	 VITALS™ Software offers the ability to  
Sync with your desktop

•	 VITALS™ is capable of full integration with  
all leading GIS systems

•	 Import all your existing data and fields 
unchanged, including labels

•	 User Defined Fields, choose what works  
best for you 

•	 Carry your complete system’s data on  
your Recon

E.H. WACHS offErS tHE inDuStry’S lEADinG fully 
AutomAtED SyStEm of SAfEly ExErCiSinG VAlVES 
tHAt’S So uniquE, it’S pAtEntED.

Intelligent Automation Equipped Communicates with  
Recon and VITALS Mobile

intElliGEnt AutomAtion

E.H. Wachs combination of Intelligent Automation, 
VITALS™ software and the Recon Controller offers 
users the most precise microprocessor control 
of valve operation ever invented.  Here’s how it 
works: Wachs Intelligent Automation equipped 
machines contain the necessary motors and 
sensors, our VITALS™ software contains the 
operating system, and our Recon controller 
provides the microprocessor brains and memory.  
Now you have the ability to safely and remotely 
exercise valves, capture the information and 
synchronize it with your desktop. Nobody else 
has anything like it!

VitAlS™

The E.H. Wachs Company has long been an 
innovator in the field of computerized data 
collection.  Now, with our new VITALS™ Mobile 
and Desktop software, Wachs again leapfrogs the 
competition!  An industry first, VITALS™ Mobile 
features the ability to synchronize with your 
desktop and communicate with all leading GIS 
Systems.  With VITALS™ able to import all your 
labels and categories, there’s no forcing of your 
existing data into static predefined fields.  It’s 
now possible to carry your entire system’s data 
right in the palm of your hand!

Synchs with VITALS  
Desktop and Your GIS System
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TM Recon  
UpgRade

Early model TM-7 machines benefit from 
the new sophisticated capabilities and 
technology of the Recon Controller and 
VITALS Mobile. Before photo.

Choose a complete upgrade and refurbish 
option and your existing TM machine will 
look and function like new. After photo. 

For a more economical option or for newer 
machines, disassemble and send us only 
your TM slide assembly and we’ll upgrade 
it to the Recon Controller.

Recon Controller 
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